Funding for psychological research is scarce – especially for early career psychologists and graduate students. A modest APF grant can seed the knowledge base of the field and launch a career. It can unlock discoveries and help solve society’s thorniest problems. It can be transformative in the life of a young researcher and contribute to a vibrant future.

Through the Campaign to Transform the Future – now in its final year – donors can ensure that more APF support and grants will be available, providing for work on issues of pivotal concern: preventing violence, fostering the connection between behavior and health, fighting stigma and prejudice, and helping with the long-term effects of disaster.
FOUR VISIONARY PRIORITIES, FOUR APF GRANTEES MAKING A DIFFERENCE

APF grantees apply psychology’s problem-solving approach across a wide spectrum of social problems:

- Understanding and fostering the connection between behavior and health
- Reducing stigma and prejudice
- Understanding and preventing violence
- Addressing the long-term psychological needs in the aftermath of disaster

Here are just four examples of how young psychologists tackled some serious problems:

What is the relationship between stress and resilience in vulnerable youth?
In 2013, Farrah Jacquez, PhD, of the University of Cincinnati, conducted her pilot project to measure and understand mental and physical aspects of stress and resilience in vulnerable adolescents from three diverse communities – rural Appalachians, Latino immigrants, and urban African Americans. With her grant, Jacquez piloted a rigorous psychosocial, biological and qualitative methodology to measure physical aspects of stress and resilience.

Developing this methodology through her pilot project had a significant impact on Jacquez’s career. She achieved tenure at her university and launched a new inquiry on stress, this one investigating stress among women and its relation to low birth weight and other possible birth complications.

How does stigma toward mental illness affect treatment?
Anne Krendl, PhD, of Indiana University, used her 2014 Visionary Grant to determine how stigma toward mental illness affects individual attitudes toward mental health treatment using neuroimaging. The study demonstrated a link between the neural correlates engaged in initially perceiving others and subsequent attitudes toward recommending mental health treatment. Krendl’s results suggest that successfully promoting mental health treatment compliance will require interventions that both increase perceivers’ awareness of the seriousness of the disease and reduce their bias toward mental illness.

Krendl plans to use the compelling pilot data she obtained during her project for future grant applications through the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation.

How can we determine which prison inmates are likely to become violent?
When he was a doctoral student at Drexel University, 2014 Visionary Grantee Casey LaDuke used neuropsychological measures to help determine which prison inmates are likely to become violent both in prison and after their release. LaDuke’s project was a first step toward integrating violence risk assessment and neuropsychological assessment.

Prior to receiving APF funding, LaDuke’s ambitious project was at risk of being underpowered, with a small sample size and minimal potential impact. Now, this work will inform the development of specifically tailored treatment plans, helping to prevent criminal and violent behavior.

What is the psychological impact of climate change?
Kati Corlew, PhD, is an early career psychologist known for her scholarship on the psychological impacts of climate change. She received a 2013 Visionary Grant to address the psychological recovery from disasters in Maui and American Samoa as it relates to the increasing risk of disaster from climate change. As a result of her project, she was able to develop disaster and climate change preparedness handbooks to be disseminated back into the communities.
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- Welcome to our newest Legacy Club Members! 
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HONOR • THANK • REMEMBER

The following people have made a tribute gift to APF:
SEPTEMBER 15, 2015 TO APRIL 1, 2016

IN HONOR OF

Vincent Allen - In honor of the Dr. Judy Kuntzsky Scholarship
Barry S. Anton - In honor of Armand Carbone & in honor of Jean Carter
Kathleen R. Ashby - In honor of Sandy Shullman and Peg Mosher
Michael Bailey - In honor of WFF
Rose P. Bingham - In honor of Olivia Moon-Shields; in honor of Sandra Shullman and Margaret Mosher
Maury T. Callin - In honor of the Department of Psychology, University of Michigan
Jean A. Carter - In honor of Barry Anton & in honor of Sandra Shullman and Peg Mosher’s wedding
Connie S. Chan - In honor of the Board of Trustees of APF
Josh L. Cohen - In honor of Dr. Cohen
Helon L. Conns - In honor of Antonia Minneta Austista, PhD and R.M. Austria - In honor of Sandra L. Shullman, PhD and Peg Richards Mosher, PhD
In honor of Suzanne Bennett Johnson, PhD
Alan K. Davis - In honor of research participants
Mitty J. DeArmond - In honor of Dr. Cynthia Belar - In honor of Dr. Suzanne Bennett Johnson
Nancy S. Denn - In honor of the marriage of Sandra Shullman & Peg Mosher
Kim Ernst - In honor of Dr. Janet R. Matthews’s retirement from Loyola University New Orleans
Bobby H. Familiar - In honor of Antonia Familiar
Ellen G. Garrison - In honor of Dr. Norman Anderson for his outstanding service as APA CEO
Catherine A. Gaw - In honor of the marriage of Sandy Shullman and Margaret Mosher
E. Scott Geller - In honor of Applied Behavioral Science
Lisa Grossman - In honor of Drs. Lindsey Buckman and Derek Phillips, two APA rising stars
Douglas C. Haldeman - In honor of my brother and my hero, Phil Haldeman
Monique Jiménez - In honor of Class 6 LIWP
Florence W. Kadow - In honor of Dr. Nadine Kadow for her superb, inclusive and responsive leadership style
Jennifer Kelly - In honor of Sandy Shullman and Margaret Mosher
Mary E. Kite - In honor of Sarah Jordan at APA
Monica F. Korylo - In honor of LIWP Class of 2013
Bonnie Markham - In honor of Peg Mosher and Sandy Shullman’s marriage
Marvyn N. Meait - In honor of the Newman Family
Dulceez O. Morris - In honor of Florence Denmark
J B. Overmyer - In honor of David P. Campbell
Ronald H. Reaumus - In honor of the staff and Commissioners of the Commission for the Recognition of Specialties and Proficiencies in Professional Psychology (CRSPPP)
Carolyn S. Schneider - In honor of Gerald Kochevar for his many and continued contributions to psychology
William F. Shear - In honor of Sandy Shullman and Peg Mosher
William J. Smith - In honor of Richard Hoss Mikowski
Jeffrey H. Specter - In honor of Brenna Feilsbeck
Melba J. Vasquez - In honor of Sandy Shullman and Peg Mosher
John R. Weiss - In honor of Dr. David Barlow

IN MEMORY OF

Richard J. Addante - In memory of James Anderson
Barry S. Anton - In memory of Antonio Puente
APA Division 39 Board of Directors - In memory of Jeanette Abeles
Carol N. Arpakt - In memory of George North, PhD
Michael, Dawn, and Logan G. Benton - In memory of Antonio Antonio Puente
Robert A. Brown - In memory of Raymond Fowler - In memory of Sue Taylor Brown
Linda F. Campbell - In memory of Mrs. Jule Remick
Dorothea W. Cantor - In memory of Bonnie Markham’s beloved mother, Marie Samorodin - In memory of Dr. Marianne and Mr. Richard Rippe’s beloved son, Bill - In memory of Dr. Robert Moreno’s cherished mother - In memory of Stanley Moldawsky’s dear wife, Pat
Helon L. Conns - In memory of Dr. Bonnie Markham’s mother - In memory of Dr. Kathleen Brown’s father and mother in law
Jaine Darwin - In memory of Daniel Gerson - In memory of Max Day, MD - In memory of Ruth Ochseh
Diana Diamond - In memory of Sidney Blatt
Arthur A. Doyle - In memory of David Crossill
Norma D. Feedick - In memory of Helen Astin
Linda M. Forest - In memory of Dr. Nancy Betts’s mother, Dr. Ellen Betts, an early and important role model for many women psychologists
Erin Frey - In memory of Dr. Richard Mikowski
James K. Fruhling - In memory of his uncle, Dr. W.G. Fruhling
Carol D. Goodheart - In memory of Patricia (Pat) Moldawsky
Albert E. Gosset - In memory of Theodore R. Vallance
Virginia Hall - In memory of William Howell
Barry Hong - In memory of Raymond S. Dunn, PhD
Suzanne B. Johnson - In memory of Judy Hall
Walter Katryshak - In memory of colleagues and friends: E. Jerry Phares, PhD, Kelly Naylor, PhD, Lee Sechrest, PhD, Leon Sechrest, PhD, and Douglas Per, PhD
Linda K. Kazan - In memory of Patricia M. Breitkin
Anna Koivisto - In memory of Lynn Landis
Gerald P. Kochevar - In memory of Jeanette Abeles - In memory of Winona Clark Roberts
Amy E. Kumpel - In memory of Dr. Richard Mikowski
Janet Laubyns - In memory of Richard Mikowski, PhD
Peter E. Moranda - In memory of Roger Millup
Leonard L. Mlinick - In memory of Ellen Stover
Stanley Malowasky - In memory of Patricia C. Moldawsky
Dulceez O. Morris - In memory of Rachel Ochseh
Paul D. Nelson - In memory of Janet Spence
In memory of Tom Oakland
Dr. G. Fruhling
Marilyn N. Metzl - In memory of Sandra Shullman and Margaret Mosher
Ronald D. Wynne - In memory of Sandy Shullman and Peg Mosher

Family

University of Alabama, Department of Psychology - In memory of Dr. Judy Hall
Barbara A. Van Hone - In memory of Dr. Judy Hall
Hedriska Vanlo Kemp - In memory of Elizabeth Scharonnberg
Melba J. Vasquez - In memory of Matty Cantor
David M. Wark - In memory of Jim Jenkins
Ronald D. Wynne - In memory of Fr. John Staiff, PhD

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATION PSYCHOLOGY PHILANTHROPY
Supporting a New Generation of Researchers

APF works to address society’s most challenging problems by supporting talented researchers at the graduate student and early career level. The outlook for these young psychologists is bleak: the average age for a researcher to receive a first-time federal grant is 42 years old, and the NIH reports that the proportion of federally funded investigators under the age of 35 is near zero.

With many scientists reporting that their most innovative ideas – ideas that can lead to revelatory new science – emerged early in their careers, this data is alarming. This is why APF funding is so important.

APF is striving to expand the resources available to this new generation of psychologists. In the last five years, APF has increased its annual funding by nearly $150,000.

But the need for funding continues to grow. In 2011, APF received 786 applications. In 2015, APF received 1,048 applications – a 75% increase – and could only support 9% of applicants.

This is why APF began its five-year Campaign to Transform the Future in 2012: to address the lack of funding for urgent psychological research. The goal of the Campaign is to ensure that talented psychologists with innovative proposals and ambitious projects can pursue breakthroughs in psychology.

2016 is the final year of the Campaign to Transform the Future. Through the Campaign, APF donors will expand the Foundation’s grantmaking capacity and help fund the next generation of researchers. APF donors are making an impact on the field, now and in the future.

APF Funding 2011 – 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Funding Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>$621,272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>$872,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$600,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$715,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$796,777</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2016 APF TRUSTEES AND STAFF

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Dorothy W. Cantor, PsyD, President
David H. Barlow, PhD, Vice President
Melba J. T. Vasquez, PhD, Secretary
Richard McCarthy, PhD, Treasurer
Elisabeth R. Straus, Executive Vice President/Executive Director
Cynthia D. Belar, PhD, ABPP
Camilla P. Benbow, EdD
Rosie Phillips-Bingham, PhD, ABPP
Connie Chan, PhD
Anthony Jackson, PhD
Terence M. Keane, PhD
Archie L. Turner
W. Bruce Walsh, PhD
Bonnie Markham, PhD, APA Board of Directors Liaison
Richard M. McGraw, PhD, APA Board of Directors Liaison

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Charles Brewer, PhD
Patrick H. DeLeon, PhD, MPH
Florence Denmark, PhD
Jennifer Eberhardt, PhD
Paul Ekman, PhD
Carol Goodheart, PhD
James Jones, PhD
David Myers, PhD
Derald Wing Sue, PhD
Beverly Daniel Tatum, PhD
Shelley E. Taylor, PhD
Casl E. Vratt, PhD
Philip G. Zimbardo, PhD

STAFF
Elisabeth R. Straus, Executive Vice President/Executive Director
Idalia Ramos, Deputy Director
Allison Kingery, Manager of Communications and Donor Relations
Samantha Edington, Program Officer

APF VISIONARY CIRCLE

VISIONARY LEADERS
The Estate of Charlotte Altman, PhD
American Psychological Association (APA)
Dr. David H. and Mrs. Beverly A. Barlow
Dr. Charles L. and Mrs. Marjorie Suhs Brewer
EBSCO Industries
CB Richard Ellis, Inc.
The Holland Foundation
The Estate of Dr. Noble H. Kelley
Dr. Harry and Mrs. Miriam Levitens
Dr. Ruth G. and Joseph D. Matarazzo
F. Joseph McGuigan, PhD
Dr. M. Brewster and Mrs. Deborah Smith
Dr. Charles D. and Mrs. Carol Spielberger
Dr. W. Bruce and Mrs. Jane Walsh

VISIONARY PARTNERS
Dr. Norman and Mrs. Elizabeth F. Anderson
Florence L. Denmark, PhD and Robert Weissner
Dr. Raymond and Mrs. Sandra Fowler
Dr. Barbara Evans Golden
The Estate of Dr. Noble H. Kelley
Dr. Louis P. James
Dr. Judy Kutiansky
Dr. Theodore and Mrs. Renee Millon
Dr. Asher Pacht
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Shiva
Mr. Robert Zoellner and Mrs. Victoria Eckhert-Zoellner